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A Kronecker module over a field K may be viewed as a quadruple (V, W;a, b), with a, b K-linear 
maps from space Vto space W. For an indeterminate X let P be the module (K[X], K[X]; identity, 
multiplication by X). All purely simple Kronecker modules of rank-2, with P as homomorphic 
image, may be indexed by formal power series a. Homomorphisms and isomorphisms among 
such P,‘s are studied by means of operations on polynomials and formal power series. For in- 
stance, if P,= PD then (ra + s)p = ta + u, for some polynomials r, S, t, u not all 0. Also for those 
(Y’S that are not roots of a linear or quadratic equation over K[X], EndP, =K. 
Introduction 
For an algebraically closed field K, the indecomposable finite-dimensional repre- 
sentations of the algebra (t $) were classified in 1890 by Kronecker [4]. More 
recently the infinite-dimensional representations of A studied by Aronszajn, Fixman, 
Okoh et al., e.g. [1, 2, 31, have been the prototypes for a theory of infinite-dimen- 
sional, hereditary algebras [8]. 
All right A-modules M arise from quadruples (I’, W;a, 6), where V’, Ware K-linear 
spaces, and a, b are linear maps from V to W. We take the quadruple point of view, 
as in most of the literature, and use the term module to refer to such a quadruple. 
Let P stand for the module (K[X],K[X];a,b), where K[X] is the space of 
polynomials over K in the indeterminate X, a is the identity map on K[X], and b 
is the shift operator that multiplies each polynomial by X. Under the natural embed- 
ding of the category of K[X]-modules into the category of A-modules (i.e. quad- 
ruples) P is the image of K[X], viewed as a K[X]-module. 
In [7], a study is made of torsion-free modules which are extensions of rank one 
finite-dimensional modules by P. This class includes all purely simple modules of 
rank two having P as a homomorphic image. The isomorphism problem for this 
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class of modules leads to problems about the ring of formal power series K[[X]], 
and gives some perspective on the isomorphism problem for all purely simple 
modules of rank two. 
In the present paper we continue the work of [7], but we adopt an approach that 
is self-contained and somewhat different from [7]. 
Each torsion-free extension of a rank-l by P may be indexed by a non-zero formal 
power series cr, see e.g. [7]. Write it as P,. We show how to compute all homo- 
morphisms between Pa’s (Theorems 3, 4). From this it can be shown that if a non- 
zero homomorphism exists between P, and Pp, then (ra + s)p= to + u for some 
polynomials r,.s, t, u not all zero (Theorem 5). If (Y is not the root of a quadratic 
polynomial with coefficients in K[X], then End(P,)=K (Corollary 14). Examples 
of isomorphic and non-isomorphic Pa’s are also given. 
The approach of our paper is to use a kind of derived polynomial to compute 
homomorphisms on the Pa’s. 
1. Homomorphisms and the derived polynomial 
Any formal power series o in K[[X]] may be identified with a K-linear functional 
on K[X] and vice-versa. Namely, let (x= Cj”=, ajXJ be identified with that func- 
tional K[X] + K, which maps Xk to (Yk. The elements of K[[X]] will be called 
series or functionals indiscriminately. The value of a functional (Y in K[[X]] at a 
polynomial p in K[X] shall be denoted by (a,~). 
Let P denote the module (K[X], K[X];a, b), where a is the identity on K[X] and 
b is the shift operator which multiplies each polynomial by X. For each non-zero 
functional a let P, be the submodule (kercr, K[X];c,d), where c is the inclusion 
map ker cr C K[X], and d is the shift operator b restricted to ker a. Since the dimen- 
sion of K[X]/ker a is 1, each P, will be called a hyperplane in P. In [7] it is shown 
that any purely simple, rank-2 module with P as homomorphic image is a 
hyperplane. We are interested in homomorphisms among the hyperplanes. To that 
end the subsequent definitions and formulae about formal power series are needed. 
Given a functional cr in K[[X]] and a polynomial p in K[X], the functional 
K[X] + K, given by q--t (a,pq) for each q E K[X], will be denoted by a *p. As a 
series: 
a *p = E <cY,Xjp>Xj. 
j=O 
Under this *-operation K[[X]] is a right K[X]-module. There is, in addition, the 
action of a polynomial p on a series a given by the Cauchy product pa of two series. 
The Cauchy product and the *-operation do not commute. 
We call a series or functional a rational, if it represents a rational function inside 
K[[X]], and irrational otherwise. It is known that (Y is rational if and only if (Y *r = 0 
for some non-zero polynomial r, see e.g. [7; 2.1, 2.21. This is the same as saying 
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that as a functional, a kills the ideal K[X]r, or as a series, a has coefficients that 
are generated by a linear recursion. 
For a series a and a polynomial p of degree n, the derived polynomial der(a, p) 
of a and p is defined to be 
der(a,p) = E (Xkt ‘a,p)Xk. 
k=O 
The degree of this polynomial is strictly less than n, because (Xk+ ‘a,p) = 0 for all 
k2 n. The map der : K[[X]] x K[X] --f K[X] is K-bilinear. Routine computations, 
which we omit, will also verify the following properties of the derived polynomial. 
Proposition 1. Let a, /I be functionals, and let p, q be polynomials. Then 
( P, der(a, p)> = <Xc@, p> 
and 
der(a, pq) = p der(a, q) + der(a*q, p). 0 
In the first formula of Proposition 1, Xap stands for the Cauchy product of the 
three series X, a and p. The second formula need only be verified when p =Xm, 
q = X”. This is due to the linearity of the *-operation and of der(a, -). 
Given a non-zero functional a, a homomorphism from the hyperplane P, to the 
module P is a pair of K-linear maps 
@: kera+K[X], v : K[X] -+ K[X] 
such that 
v/oc = ao@, 11/0d = bo$. 
From the definitions of a, b,c,d this reduces to saying that for all p in kera: 
W(P) = Q(P)* V(XP) =X@(p). 
Thus 0 and the entire homomorphism are completely determined by one map 
I,V :K[X] -+ K[X] such that w(Xp) =Xy~(p) for all p in ker @. Such a y will be called 
the range map of the homomorphism. 
For a fixed non-zero functional a there is a bijection between K[X] and the set 
of K-linear endomorphisms of K[X] which kill ker a. The bijection comes about by 
corresponding each polynomial p to the endomorphism of K[X] which sends s in 
K[X] to (a, s>p. Let a@p denote such an endomorphism. 
Proposition 2. A K-linear map w : K[X] --t K[X] is the range map of a homo- 
morphism P, -+ P if and only if ~0 b = bo v + a 0 p for a unique p in K[X]. 
Proof. Recall b is multiplication by X on K[X]. To say that I,Y is a range map for 
a homomorphism means that the operator I,VO b - bo I,Y kills ker a. Thus 
I,Y 0 b - b 0 w = a @ p for a unique polynomial p. q 
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For any homomorphism P, --f P, with range map I,V, let the unique polynomial p 
satisfying ~0 b = bo w + a@p, be called the transfer parameter of the homo- 
morphism. Also, name q = w(1) the initial parameter of the homomorphism. 
Theorem 3. Any homomorphism P, + P with range map w, is completely deter- 
mined by its initial parameter q and its transfer parameter p via the formula 
w(s) = qs +p der(a, s) 
for each s E K[X]. Also, for any pair (p, q) of polynomials, the mapping s + qs + 
p der(a, s) is the range map of a homomorphism P, + P. 
Proof. In order to verify that, for a given homomorphism PO-+ P, w(s)= 
qs+pder(a,s) wherever SEK[X], it suffices to verify that I,Y(X”) = qX” + 
pder(a,X”) for 11 =O, 1,2, . . . . This is because I,V and der(cx, -) are K-linear. Use in- 
duction. First ~(1) = q 1 fp der(a, l), because der(a, - ) annihilates constants. 
Assume the formula holds for n. Then ly(X”+ ’ ) = lJ/(XX”) = Xv(X”) + ((x, X”>p, 
by Proposition 2. This in turn equals X(qXn +p der(a, X”)) + (cz,X”)p, by the in- 
duction hypothesis. Hence w(X”+‘) = qXn+ I +p(Xder(cx,X”)+ (a,X”>). Since 
(a,X”) = der(a *Xn,X), it follows from the second formula of Proposition 1 that 
w(X12+1)=qX”i1 +pder(a,Xn+‘), as desired. 
On the other hand let (p, q) be any pair of polynomials and let I,V :K[X] + K[X] 
be the map s + qs +p der(cw, s). According to Proposition 2, I,V will be the range map 
of a homomorphism P, -+ P provided I = Xv(s) + (a, s>p, for all s E K[X]. It 
is enough to check it for s=X”. Reverse the equalities used in the induction proof 
above to get I,Y(XX”) = qX”+’ +p der(cx,X”+’ ) = X(qX” +p der(a,X”)) + (ff,Xn)p = 
Xw(X”) + (a, X”>p. 0 
Theorem 4. Let P,, P be hyperplanes in P. Let p,q be the transfer and initial 
parameters for a homomorphism (@, w) : P, + P. The image of (Q, ye) is inside PD if 
and only if, 
Ba=p*q+Xa(,O*p) 
for some scalar BE K. 
Proof. According to Theorem 3, the homomorphism is defined by I&S)= 
qs+pder(a,s) for .sEK[X]. Also @=~l~,_~~. To say that the image of (c$, I,V) is in 
Pp is to say that W(ker CX)C ker p, and this is equivalent to Ba =/30 ly for some 
BE K. But, for any s in K[X], 
( p, w(s)> = (/I, qs + 1-7 Wa, s)) = (P, 4s) + (A P der(a, SE 
= (8*q,s)+(p*p,der(w,s)) = (P*q,s)+(Xa(P*p),s> 
= (P*q+Xa(p*P),s). 
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The fourth equation follows from the first formula of Proposition 1. Thus the 
image of (@, I,U) is in Pb if and only for some B EK and all s EK[X], (Ba,s) = 
(/3*q+Xa(p*p),s). Rub out the s to get Ba=p*q+Xa(P*p). 0 
When a, p are non-zero functionals and w is the range map of a homomorphism 
P,-+ PD, the scalar B of Theorem 4 is called the map ratio. 
By way of illustrating Theorem 4, let a be any non-zero functional, let B=p= 
q= 1, and let /3=(1 +xa))‘a as computed in K[[X]]. Clearly, 
Ba=(l+Xa)/j=b*q+Xc@*P). 
By Theorem 4 the map w given by w(s) =s + der(a, s), for s in K[X], is the range 
map for a homomorphism P, + P with image in PD. Since der(a,s) has degree less 
than s, the map t,~ must be a bijection on K[X]. Therefore P, is isomorphic to PD 
whenever /3=(1 +Xa))‘a. 
The remainder of this section looks at the implications of having a non-zero 
homomorphism between hyperplanes. 
For p=p,,X”+.,. +plX+pO a polynomial of degree n, let fi be the reverse 
polynomial pox” + p, Xn ’ + ... +pn of degree not greater than n. Also let o, be 
the linear bijection on the space of polynomials of degree less than n given by 
With some checking it can be seen that 
X”(a *p) = @a - o,(der(a,p)) 
for each functional (Y and each polynomial p of degree exactly n. 
Theorem 5. If there exists a non-zero homomorphism P,+ Pfl, between two 
hyperplanes in P, then 
(ra+s)/3 = tcx+u 
for some polynomials r, s, t, u with (r, s) # 0. In fact r = 0 or s = 0 if and only if the 
transfer parameter or the initial parameter, respectively, vanish. Furthermore, if a 
and j3 are irrational series, then the matrix (: t) is invertible as a matrix of rational 
functions and p = (ta + u)/(ra + s). 
Proof. The non-zero homomorphism yields Ba = j3 *q + Xc@ *p) for some scalar 
B and a non-zero pair of polynomials (p, q), by Theorem 4. Let m = deg q, n = degp, 
k= max(m, n - 1). If q=O or p=O, let m =O, n =0 respectively. Then BXka= 
xk-MXm(p*q>+Xk~n+‘aXn (P*p). By the formula on reverse polynomials 
BXka = Xk-m(BP-~m(der(P,q)))+Xk-“+la(~~-a,(der(~,p))). 
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Then (r(x + s)p = ta + u with 
,._+-n+i,, s = Xk-m@, 
t = BXk+Xk-n’la,(der(P,p)), u = Xk-“‘o,,,(der(P, q)). 
Notice that the reversal * does not annihilate non-zero polynomials. Thus (r, s) # 0, 
since (p,q)fO. 
Now, if ar+s=O, then r#O, and a = -s/r would be rational. It follows that, if 
a and j3 are irrational, then /3 = (ta + u)/(ra + s). 
If ts = ru, then s(ro + s)p = sta + su = rua + su = (ra + s)u; and so SD = U. Now, if 
s=O,thenu=O,andhencera~=tcxora(r~-t)=O,sothata=Oor~=t/r.Ifs#O, 
then 6 = U/S. Thus ts = ru always forces one of (Y or fi to be rational. Consequently, 
the matrix (: t) inverts, when a and p are irrational. 0 
Corollary 6 (see also [6, 2.71). If a,/3 are irrational series permitting a non-zero 
homomorphism P, + Pp, then there is a finitely generated field extension F of the 
prime subfield of K, such that the field generated by F and the coefficients of a coin- 
cides with the field generated by F and the coefficients of /3. 
Proof. By Theorem 5, /I = (ta + u)/(ra + s) with r, s, t, u E K[X] and ts# ru. Let F be 
the smallest subfield of K containing the coefficients of r,s, t, u. The coefficients pi 
of /I are computed from those of r,s, t, u and the coefficients ai of a by long divi- 
sion of ra+s into ta+u. Thus, for each j=O,1,2 ,..., /3jEF(o;;i=0,1,2 ,... ). 
Similarly, the fact that all aj are in F(Pi; i=O, 1,2, . ..) follows from the equation 
a = ( -sfl+ u)/(rj3 - t). 0 
For example, Corollary 6 can be applied to show that if K= C and a = 
C,“=, fi Xk and /I = C,“=, fi Xk, then Hom(Pp, P,) = 0 = Hom(P,, Pp). 
A functional a will be called quadratic over K[X] provided it is irrational, and 
satisfies a polynomial equation ra* + sa + t = 0 with r, s, t E K[X] and r # 0. 
For example, let a = C,“=, okXk be defined by the non-linear recursion ao= 1, 
ak+ 1 = ~~=, ajak_j+ ak. A substitution of the series expansion for a shows that a 
is the unique solution in K[[X]] of the quadratic equation a= 1 +Xa(a+ 1). Fur- 
thermore, when the characteristic of K is not 2, a is irrational and hence quadratic 
over K[X]. 
Proposition 7. If a is an irrational non-quadratic functional, and E is a non-zero 
rational functional, then any homomorphism P, + P,,, must vanish. 
Proof. The presence of a non-zero homomorphism P, -+ P,+, implies by Theorem 
5 that (ra + s)(a + E) = ta + u with r, s, t, u E K[X], not all zero. Also r = 0 if and only 
if the transfer parameter p is 0. Since a is non-quadratic over K[X], r and p must 
be 0. Thus, by Theorem 4 Ba = (a+ E) *q, with q#O and B the map ratio. This 
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means a * (B - q) = E *q. For any functional p, and any non-zero polynomial u, p * v 
is rational if and only if p is rational. In particular E *q is rational; and since a is 
irrational, B - q = 0. This implies 0 = E *q = BE. Since E # 0, this means B = q = 0, a 
contradiction, Thus all homomorphisms P, --f P,+, vanish. 0 
If a functional a is irrational but quadratic over K[X], P, may even be iso- 
morphic to some P,+,. Take, for example, the unique solution a in K[[X]] to the 
quadratic equation a = 1 + Xa(a + l), discussed above. The homomorphism 
P, + P, with transfer parameter p= 1, and initial parameter q= 1, is into P,+ ,. 
This follows by Theorem 4 because, with a map ratio B = 2, there is the identity 
2a = (a + 1) * 1 +Xa((a + 1) * 1). Furthermore, this homomorphism P, -+ P,+ , is an 
isomorphism because the range map s ++s + der(a, s) preserves the degree of each 
polynomial s. 
Proposition 8. Any hyperplane P, properly contains an isomorphic copy of Pae4 
for any non-constant polynomial q. However, if P, properly contains an isomor- 
phic copy of itself, then its functional a must be quadratic over K[X] or rational. 
Proof. Pick a functional a, and q any polynomial of degree >O. The map s+ sq 
is the range map for a monomorphism Pae4 + P, with transfer parameter p = 0 and 
initial parameter q. Since l(a *q) = a *q + X(a * q)(a * 0), Theorem 4 ensures that 
the monomorphism is into P,; but it cannot be an isomorphism because deg(q) > 0. 
Thus Paeq may be embedded inside P,. 
Now suppose P, properly contains a copy of itself. This means there is a mono- 
morphism P,+ P, which is not an isomorphism. By Theorem 5, there exist 
polynomials r,s, t, u such that (r,s) #O and (ra+s)a = ta + u. If a satisfies no 
quadratic polynomial, then r=O. This means that the transfer parameter of 
P, -+ P, is 0. If B is the map ratio and q the initial parameter of P, + P,, then 
Ba = a *q, due to Theorem 4. Thus a * (B - q) = 0 so that either a is rational or 
B= q. The second option is ruled out because it would imply that P, + P, is the 
identity homomorphism scaled by B. Thus, a is either quadratic over K[X] or a is 
rational. 0 
An irrational but quadratic a can however exist such that P, properly contains 
a copy of itself. For example, let a = I,“=, akXk be defined by the non-linear 
recursion aO=a, = 1, ak+2 =ak+, - cjkZO ajak-j. It can be checked that a satisfies 
the quadratic equation X2a2+ (1 -X)a- 1 =0 and that the roots of this are irra- 
tional. Also a satisfies the identity a = a *X+ Xa(a * 1). According to Theorems 3 
and 4 this says that I,V :s + Xs + der(a, s) is the range map for a homomorphism 
P,‘P,. It is a monomorphism because I+V bumps up the degree of every 
polynomial by one. It is not an isomorphism because v/ sends nothing to 1. Thus 
P, is properly embeddable in itself. 
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2. Isomorphisms among hyperplanes 
In this section we demonstrate that isomorphisms between two hyperplanes tend 
to be scarce. 
Theorem 9 ([7, 3.21). A hyperplane Pp is decomposable if and only if its func- 
tional p is rational. In that case PD is isomorphic to Pxn for some n = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
No two P,,,‘s are themselves isomorphic. 0 
Because of Theorem 9, the focus of the isomorphism problem for P,‘s diverts to 
the case where (x is irrational. 
Lemma 10. Let P, + PD, p/l + PY be homomorphisms of hyperplanes. Let w, p, q, B 
be the range map, transfer parameter, initial parameter, map ratio, respectively, for 
P, + PD. Let ~l/~,p,, q , B, be corresponding entities for Pp -+ PY. Then the same en- 
tities for the composite homomorphism P, -PY are ly1°y9 qlp+pl(B+derWjp)), 
ql q +p&r(P, q), BIB. 
Proof. The range map for the composite is clearly t,~t 0~. Also the composite’s 
map ratio is B, B because y 0 w, 0 I,U = (B, /l) 0 I+V =B, Ba. The initial parameter for the 
composite is wl “w(l) = wl(q) =qlq+plder(P, q). 
To get the transfer parameter, recall that b stands for the operation of multiplying 




= (a,s>w,(p)+ <P, v/(s))p, 
= (a,s)(q,p+~~ de@, P)) + (Ba,sl~, 
= a 0 (P,@+ dW% P)) + q1 P)(S), 
as desired from Proposition 2. 0 
Theorem 11. Let Q, p be non-zero functionals, and let P, + PD be an isomorphism. 
If p is the transfer parameter and q is the initial parameter, then q + der(a, p) is a 
non-zero scalar. 
Proof. Let B be the map ratio for the isomorphism, given according to Theorem 
4. Let the transfer and the initial parameters of the inverse Pp -+ P, be given by 
p,,q,, respectively. Since the composite P, + PD --t P, is the identity, its map ratio 
is 1; and by Lemma 10, l/B is the map ratio of the inverse PD-+ P,. 
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Since the identity has transfer parameter 0 and initial parameter 1, Lemma 10 ap- 
plied to the composite P, -+ PD + P, yields that 
qiP+Pi(B+der(o,P)) = 0, 414 +Prder(a, 4) = 1. 
The second of these equations implies that pl,ql are coprime. Because of this, the 
first equation implies that p, divides p. 
By a similar argument based on the composite map PD + P, + Pfl, it follows that 
qPl +P(l/B+der(a,Pr)) = 0, 441 +Pder(a,q,) = 1, 
and p divides p,. Let p, = Cp for some scalar C+O. 
If p=O, then qq, = 1 forcing q, and thereby q+ der(a,p), to be a non-zero 
scalar. 
If p # 0, then substitute pl = Cp into qpl +p(l/B + der(a, p,)) = 0 and divide by p 
to get q + der(a, p) = - l/BC, a non-zero scalar. q 
We cite a result whose proof could also be given using derived polynomials. 
Theorem 12 [5, 1.31. Suppose hyperplanes P,, PD admit a non-zero homomor- 
phism, which is not a monomorphism. Then one of a or j3 must be rational, and 
the homomorphism is not an epimorphism. 0 
Theorem 13. If a,P are irrational functionals, then there is at most one isomor- 
phism P, + Pp up to a scalar multiple. 
Proof. Suppose I,U, v/, are range maps for isomorphisms P, + Pp. Let p, pl be their 
respective transfer parameters. The initial parameters are A - der(a, p), A, - 
der(a, p,) for scalars A, A, # 0, due to Theorem 11. For s in K[X], Theorem 3 yields 
v(s) = As - s der(a, p) + p der(a, s), 
Then 
w,(s) = A,s-sder(a,p,) +p, der(a,s). 
(A~II/--AII/~)(~) = (A,p-Ap,)der(a,s)-sder(a,A,p-Ap,) 
defines the range map for a homomorphism P,+ Pp. Notice the value of 
(A, w -A t,vl) at (A, p - Ap,) is 0. By Theorem 12 all range maps for homomor- 
phisms between hyperplanes of irrational functionals are either 0 or injective. 
Hence, either A r I,U - A wl = 0 or A,p -Ap, = 0. In any case the second equality im- 
plies the first, by the formula for (A, I,V - A Y/~)(S). Therefore, A 1 I,V = A tyl. 0 
Corollary 14. If a is irrational and not quadratic over K[X], then End(P,) = K. 
Proof. Since a is irrational, any non-zero homomorphism P, + P, must be a mono- 
morphism, by Theorem 12. Since a is also not quadratic, such a monomorphism 
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must be an isomorphism, by Proposition 8. By Theorem 13, such an isomorphism 
must be a scalar multiple of the identity. 0 
As noted at the end of the previous section, it may be possible, when a is 
quadratic, to embed P, into itself properly. In that case End(P,J need not be K. 
Corollary 15. Let a and p be irrational and not quadratic over K[X]. If there exist 
non-zero homomorphisms P, + Pp and Pp -+ P,, then they must be isomorphisms. 
Proof. By Theorem 12 the homomorphisms are manic and if they are not epimor- 
phisms, then their composites would constitute non-scalar endomorphisms of P, 
and Pp contrary to Corollary 14. Cl 
When the a’s are irrational, the isomorphism invariants for P,, and hence for 
purely simple Kronecker modules, remain elusive. This is because of Theorem 5. It 
tells us that we must first find good representatives for the orbits of the group of 
2 x 2 non-singular matrices of rational functions acting on the set of formal power 
series by fractional linear transformations. 
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